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Results of Nigel Round

Robert Enticknap BB 91
Kim Lea HT 64

Nick Lea AFB 61

AGM / Club Championships / BBQ
Sunday 19th June 

30 target Ratpack Big Game Special
Green and Blue Courses

As per the email, you should have already  let Andy know if 
you are attending so we can work out numbers for the BBQ.

This event  will take most of the day so arrange your 
Fathers Day activities for the evening

Red Course
The red course has been re-laid. Thanks to all those that 

helped on the day.
It is not as steep as it used to be, but every set of targets is 

either an uphill or downhill shot.
We have also made most shots longer than you are used 
to, with 4 of the shots even longer than you will see on the 

other 2 courses.
So far we have had a lot of positive feedback from those 

who have shot it.

Paul has been given a 
plastic bib to stop him 
squirting his egg roll 
down the front of his 

sweatshirt.

The new totem pole 
target on red.

One target, three kill 
zones

Other News
1)  The tarpaulin cover on the practise butts has been 

raised, so you should be able to stand under it and shoot 
during inclement weather.

2) The targets on the practise butts have been changed 
to the sacks as we were getting through a lot of paper 

faces each week.
3) Steps have now been cut into the bank leading to the 
long drop loo making it safer to get up / down the slope.

4) Some targets have been changed on blue / green 
courses as they needed repair and re-painting.

Upcoming Local 
Competitions

Jungle Jims 2/3 July
Holmbush 30/31 July
Southwest Challenge 
30Jul/07Aug  FULL
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